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About the Show

Three young sisters are left in a forest by their woodcutter father and forced to find their own way in the world. From this fairytale beginning, three resolutions are made — one sister walks one way to find purpose, one the other to find adventure, and the third stays right where she is to create a home. Years later, having circumnavigated the globe and fought vikings, crossed oceans, tamed wilds, and achieved greatness, the three sisters meet again, as women.

Prologue: Beginning
Scene One: Re-beginnings (Aged 10)
Scene Two: The Woods and the Decision (12)
Scene Three: Beatrix and the Ocean (14)
Scene Four: Albienne and the War (16)
Scene Five: Carmen and the House (18)
Scene Six: Beatrix and the City (20)
Scene Seven: Albienne, Beatrix and Carmen at the Ends of the Earth (22)
Scene Eight: Carmen and the Man (24)
Scene Nine: Albienne and the Bakery (26)
Scene Ten: Beatrix and Papa (28)
Scene Eleven: the Birthday (31)
Scene Twelve: The Reunion (32)
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What is YETi?
Mission: As an ensemble based company, our mission is to collaborate to create authentic experiences from professional-level performances from new and diverse voices and perspectives of youth in a safe, respectful environment.

Y.E.T.i is a theatre production ensemble created to give high school students the opportunity to take part in the full frontier of theatre. Founded in January of 2015, Y.E.T.i members manage everything from production and marketing, to fundraising and outreach. With the assistance of the resident Childsplay staff, these teens organize and execute all of the tasks of a professional theatre.

Each season (twice a year), ensemble members will work together select a production and then spend the semester creating the production from the ground up. From designing, to marketing, and from performing to casting, this production will truly be in the hands of the teen ensemble.

Want to join or learn more? Contact Brianna Fallon at bfallon@childsplayaz.org